Planet X NewsLetter March 2020
Preamble.
In early 2015, I decided to move to videos to express my viewpoints regarding Planet X and safe locations for
the general public. At which point I abandoned my “Planet X NewsLetter” in lieu of the more informative
media of Youtube, but things have changed for me recently, so I am bringing back the Planet X NewsLetter.
Although I will be returning to producing Safe Location videos in a few months, I find myself in a position now
where my Planet X NewsLetter has more weight-of-value.
The other contributing factor to this is that I have been taking a break from social media since early February
and have re-discovered listening to radio broadcasts and reading as a wonderful past time that social media has
seemed to usurp in our current westernized and privileged lifestyles. The latter is why I haven’t been seen on
Facebook nor answering comments on my Youtube channel. It’s been a difficult transition, but I’ve found a
parallel to After-Time living as a result. I will be returning to my Facebook group: survivingthepoleshift in 2
months.
After-Time Living. Today (March 2020), during pre-pole-shift times, living
off-grid is romanticized by the prospect of escaping organized and repressive
societal expectations, local laws of state, province and/or municipalities.
Additionally, those seeking a freer lifestyle, unintentionally tend to bring
expectations of a continued distributed food supply, the availability of
equipment parts and repair while still commuting to town for their jobs and thus
still using fiat currency, picking up their email, texting updates to friends and to
replenish their toilet paper supply. Considered a victory, is their own fresh water
supply, a small garden and a solar panel array for electrical appliances, but this
is no where near enough independence. Stand-a-lone homesteading is the target,
the ultimate answer.
Living as a couple or a single individual off-grid in the After-Time is, generally
speaking, a mistake for the average person or partnership, but doable for a
dedicated military survivalist or prepper, yet life can be so much better when
living within a community, especially a like-minded community of people.
Gathering a community. There are different methods of generating a
dedicated-lifestyle After-Time community. One, could be advertising on-line or
in a newspaper, but this method can attract the wrong “kind” of people,
Figure 1: Top is the ideal but
eventually leading to an attrition of members, which rarely happens at a good
impractical, bottom is more
time, and it’s always very difficult to ask a person or a family to leave the
the reality for the less
group, if necessary. Hidden behaviors irritating to others in the group, not at all
prepared.
evident in the beginning, will eventually emerge. It’s the sociopaths we try to
eliminate, but are often hard to detect. Group membership will also invariably include a request for an
appreciable amount of fiat currency which leads to various issues such as arguments over division of assets.
Even bigger problems emerge when an invested member or family wants to leave the land, as a new buyer
needs to be found quickly, thereby importing new problems with the new group member.
On the other hand, I’m a proponent of a
unified-personal attraction method. This is
where a person decides to be the group that is
desired, that is, to imagine ourselves as being
the personification of the life you wish to be
living in the After-Time. YOU is all that is
required. The individual commits to being
unified as the only thing that is required to
attract others of like mind, but without thought
of anyone in particular, or even imagining
others as part of a community. You know you
need a community, but to seek it is to prevent
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it’s manifestation. This is counter-intuitive to the ego-driven seeker, but aligns us with the principle of
attraction. Imagine a bar magnet seeking other magnets to attract iron filings? Does a single seed require other
seeds to fulfill it’s DNA mandate? It’s the same principle.
At the time of this writing (March 21st, 2020), we still have time, as I’ve been saying since 2017 that the PoleShift is in early February, 2023, more later in this or a subsequent NewsLetter.
Freedom Cove. A personal village created
by two artisans, husband and wife: a
floating home that has expanded over the
years to become a tiny personal village.
Situated in Clayoquot Sound, which is a
highly diverse and unique ecosystem of
Islands, rain forest, fresh water sources,
Bogs and scrub forest and even fiords on
the west coast of Vancouver Island.
This is one ideal living situation for the
After-Time. More suited actually for a
large lake, and although “Freedom Cove”
is really a cove within the Clayoquot
Sound area, it works as a perfect example
of what the Zetas of Zetatalk have
suggested. Ocean float homes can work of
course, but several years would be
required to pass before the seas would be less restless and threatening to the hard work required for set up.
My recommended Various Housing Sequences.
It’s nearly enough to move to a safe location with a house on an appropriate piece of property and begin
prepping for the Pole-Shift, but several additional types of housing needs to be considered in the meanwhile.
For the reasons, that whatever is above ground during the Pole-Shift will be destroyed, or nearly so, a sequence
of housing is required to transition from one phase to the next. So here is my suggestion for effective housing
from first moving to your safe location (before summer 2022) and your progression through the Pole-Shift to
stable After-Time life.
The house in the image to the left would an an almost
ideal situation for a house that one would want to still be
standing with only moderate damage after Planet X has
passed.
Although the Pole-Shift is rough and tumble, once you are
in your trench or bunker, it’s very noisy, rainy/snowy,
windy and dusty, but you are fine. Above ground however,
the tail of Planet X brings at first sand in the wind within
about 3 days before the Pole-Shift event. The mass of fine
sand slowly escalates to heavier material until large
boulders or asteroid rock is hitting the ground at high wind
speeds during the main event, this is why all structures
above ground will be heavily-damaged and/or in unlivable
A home in Plougrescant, Brittany, France. Unless condition after the Pole-Shift. In our trenches or bunkers
your house is situated thus, you need to plan
we need ear and eye protection, dust masks and heavy
additional housing for an effective transition
clothing with good strong boots, but we emerge after the
through the Pole-Shift
hour of the Pole-Shift unscathed. What is a big bother, is
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the run-up to the Pole-Shift the week or two before the main event. I’ve given the date for
the Pole-Shift as early morning February 4th, 2023 western Canada, but the conditions the
week or so prior demands good planning. Naturally, staying close to your chosen core
survival situation, be it a bunker or a trench system is mandatory while the iron oxide dust
is dropping and covering everything, or as Earth rotation begins to slow during those
weeks making dinner plans, etc. difficult, or even orchestrating meetings a drudge as our
clocks or digital devices will not be accurate. Are they still working? Remember EMP in
the last months to weeks will be burning out computers or anything with a computer chip
in it, which includes your cell phone, smart watch and even some newer style wrist
watches. This means that timing devices will only be good until the rotational slowing of
Earth becomes to be so far out-of-sync to be un-useful. Still, it’s likely, that instead of a
certain time-of-day or night to arrange a meeting, meetings will be arbitrarily timed to a
mechanical clock regardless of whether it is day or night. Let me explain what I mean in
more detail. As the Earth slows it’s rotation in the last months, what we are used to
Military Poljot
regarding clock-time will no longer be the same. We have always expected the Sun to be
Aviator 24 Hours
overhead, or at it’s zenith, at 12:00 noon. Well, firstly, during these times the Sun will be
Mens Wrist Watch
out-of-place, secondly, it will be moving progressively slower as the Pole-Shift
available through
approaches. Eventually about 6 days before the Pole-Shift, Earth rotation comes to a stop.
Amazon. Ukraine.
So what to do? My suggestion is for every one in your survival group carries a 24 hour
mechanical clock of some kind, all synchronized, then you hold your meetings at arbitrary intervals regardless
of whether it is day or night. A 12-hour mechanical watch is only useful when night and day are predictable,
therefore a 24-hour mechanical clock is at the least a better option as it measures a broader space of clock-time
for more usefulness.
Transition from your trench or bunker after the Pole-shift into a
large tent is a good idea, but first, let’s back-up a bit. In this order
housing is needed: Your standard house living situation > Your
Trench or Bunker > POLE-SHIFT >A large temporary tent > and
finally, your permanent prefab home. While you are staying in your
present house on your safe location property, or before if possible,
you bury a large quality tent for immediate housing after the PoleShift, and of course along with the tent, all the food, water and
equipment you’ll need to feed your group or family immediately
after the Pole-Shift. In the same location, you also bury a fullyfunctional prefab home, such as a large yurt for your more-or-less
30’diameter, costs about $14,000, could be permanent home to live in for the After-Time. Burying your other
habitats is one option, if a group has the resources, storing them in
considered an After-Time home.
steel container is another method protection against the ravages of
the Pole-Shift event. Other approaches are storing raw material, lumber and other supplies to repair your house
after the Pole-Shift. I’m sure others will want to fortify their houses against the flying rock, hurricane winds and
torrential rains, which if a group has the resources would be a very good idea, of course. Log homes are a
wonderful option. If a group lives in or near a forest, after the Pole-Shift there will an abundance of fallen trees
to use. The main danger of living in a forest is forest fire, however with very much rain before, during and after
the Pole-Shift, this an option as well. In future newsletters I’ll be discussing one of my favorite subjects: The
guidance of waking Dreams.
Earth Ships. The concept of “Earth Ships” is a good one as it is a way of living closer to the Earth, but like all
natural home-building trends these days, the security of any modern pre-Pole-Shift Earth Ship is only
moderately better than a “rancher” built in the lee of the wind on a high plain. Earth Ships have tall windows
and presumptuous structures and abutments built non-aerodynamically jutting out here and there that will surely
will be rendered into rubble by flying rock during the main event. All in all, they would certainly fare better
than a conventional house. Important to note here, is the first law of Safe Locations, which is to be away from
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the Sea far enough so that sea water funneling cannot reach your
site and neither can any fresh water source, such as a re-directed
river, a river or lake tsunami due to a breaking dam 500 miles
away in the mountains, or a flooding river plane. I’ll be writing
more about this in a future newsletter in this series.
On the other hand, the concept of an Earth Ship can be directly
applied to an After-Time home, in fact, it’s possible to build a
modified “Pole-Shift Earth Ship” for the After-Time for use as a
Pole-Shift bunker and an After-Time home as well. Additionally,
the concept could be extended to a very secure home on your safe
location property built before the Pole-Shift that will see you
though and your grandchildren growing up 50 or 60 post-PoleThis Earth Home (uncredited) is a practical Shift year-cycles after the Pole-Shift. Calendar? What Calendar:
example of what almost any able-bodied
“Daddy, what is a calendar?” This Pole-Shift-Earth-Ship-Home
person could build for the Pole-Shift which, would have to be more-or-less finished before the end of 2022 of
if fortified could serve as a bunker as well. course. The balance of the home could be finished in the AfterTime, as there will likely be superficial to relatively moderate damage to it during the Pole-Shift anyway. A
single structure for the entire sequence of shelters from now to the After-Time, what a concept!
Current Events. Of course the big news is the COVID-19 pandemic
sweeping the globe, but more so, is the rabid coverage of the news
media is sparking fear in the global population. Looking back, we had
the “Asian flu” which indeed was concocted by a US lab in Utah and
released by the CIA in late 2004 and early 2005. Zetatalk informs us that
the Ebola virus was “gleaned from the bowels of the African jungles.”
Yet it was so infectious that it’s CIA handlers attempting to disseminate
it were killed, as were the nurses and doctors assisting the infected CIA
agents involved in secret hospitals. In spring 2009 we had the “Swine
Flu” epidemic which was a bio-engineered virus, but all this was
originated in Mexico. A mild virus, apparently, but was a product of the
elite wishing to make money by the development of a medicine, a cure
for the virus infection, specifically Tamiflu and Relenza. The AIDS
virus has an amazingly long history which goes back for many hundreds
of thousands of years, but more-or-less became known in our modern
age of the late 1970ies as AIDS. Again, as was the case with the Ebola
Image is a scientific supposition of the virus, AIDS was bio-engineered for similar purposes: to “sculpt” the
function and appearance of the
population according to rogue CIA operatives given carte blanche in the
COVID-19 virus. This image was
spread of the disease.
generated by molecular modeling to Lets face it, diseases are naturally moderated and contained by the
reconstruct the 3D structure of major strong surviving an infection and passing the anti-bodies down to their
viral proteins and their interactions offspring via the DNA where the weak die preventing the spread. A
with human proteins. The features on harsh reality in today’s world, but this is the natural way of living. In
the surface are the viral "proteins"
this our world of modern man we of course work to help the sick
that interact with Human cell
survive via medicines, vaccines and the like, but unfortunately, the elite
proteins.
have their hands and nasty plans in the manufacture of modern vaccines.
As an aside, a year ago I had a run-in with a chopping knife and ended up in emergency, a doctor approached
me and asked if I had a recent Tetanus shot, I said “no” with reluctance at the thought of taking it on my face, he
then said to me: “No, it’s clean”, an interesting comment from a doctor in a modern hospital…I did not take his
advice, of course.
My youngest daughter is an intensive care nurse in a local hospital, she is saying that conventional medical
wisdom is to stay 1 to 2 meters away from anyone, wash your hands frequently to hopefully prevent spread. The
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majority of the deaths, although few, are 50 years plus and who especially have health issues such as lung or
blood, with a few younger and healthy exceptions.
We know why COVID became a pandemic, airline companies and the slow adoption of closing borders,
Europe. China dropped the ball as well. Airline companies were loath to shutdown further assisting the spread
of the virus. Conventional sources are saying that COVID-19 is a natural virus in bats and that it jumped to
humans, and was tacitly suggested, that the human infection began via a Chinese individual eating bat blood
that was not properly cooked. The story is more complex, but the details are not important to the general public,
but just to the researchers working to develop a vaccine and other types of cures. Regarding the weaponizing of
COVID-19, the Zetas of Zetatalk state: “...when the Wuhan coronavirus 2019-nCoV first emerged that this was
not a weaponized or genetically engineered virus, but naturally emerging.” New Zetatalk on COVID-19
confirms what I’ve been thinking all all along, that this COVID scare is about global population control.
Zetatalk: “But martial Law proponents are certainly taking advantage of this opportunity to get the public used
to the idea of tight control over a restless public.” So what this is leaning into, is a way to get the public used to
a martial law lock-down. I’ll be commenting more on Pole-Shift preparation in my next few issues.
I’ve been observing my waking dreams on the subject of when the COVID-19 pandemic will subside and it was
revealed to me that it would occur this year, late summer (2020). A look-a-head: this summer 2020, will be a
forward transition to a COVID furor downturn which will be a window of opportunity for Pole-Shift
preparation.

Current position of Planet X – The above image is an elevation view, a conceptual diagram of the
approximate current vertical position of Planet X via it’s 32° angle of transit through our solar system. The 45%
was given to me via telepathy. As Planet X progresses, it rises through the Sun’s ecliptic zone, the Sun’s
“middle” which has all the intense particle flows that have caused Planet X to take 17 years (to date: 2020) to
arrive at 45% of its total required rise though the ecliptic. The 100% mark would be Planet X passing overhead
of a stalled and a non-rotating Earth a number of minutes after the Pole-Shift. Missing in this diagram is the
horizontal progress of Planet X. Since 2017, I have published the date of the Pole-Shift as February 4th, 2023.
The differential between the 17 years to date and the short time of 1045 days (from today of March 25th) to the
Pole-Shift will be the result of the exponential acceleration of the outbound segment of Planet X as it gains
elevation above the Suns ecliptic where the Suns particle flows are much less dense. A plan view from solar
system north (looking down on the solar system) would see Planet X well within the orbit of Venus and very
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close to Mercury’s orbital track, pushing Venus, Earth’s Dead Twin and Earth backwards (as a group) as it
slowly advances in a clockwise motion.
Another way to explain it would a “merry-go-round”, otherwise known as a
“carousel” at a circus. You are sitting on one of the “horses” and spinning
around the center. Suddenly the music and the ride comes to a stop, that was
December 25th, 2003 when Planet X enter our inner solar system. A big strong
bully has his foot and hands on the ride preventing it from spinning, but now
starts to push the ride in reverse, but the ride still wants to go forward. So
there you are sitting on your “ride” being pushed very slowly backwards for
17 years, that is where we are now. Once the bully has let go of the ride, the
carousel resumes it’s music and normal direction of rotation, that will be Earth
after the Pole-Shift. For the full explanation of why the seasons have continued, that is in the book I am writing
called: Pole-Shift.
Safe Locations. In future editions of my resurrected Planet X NewsLetter, I’ll be going into more detail about
how to choose a safe location. Meanwhile, there are several basics one needs to consider: sea water movement,
fresh water movement, be it a river, overflowing lakes and bogs, river flooding and river redirection, lake and
river tsunami, down slope mud flows, rain water flows (in the months to come and during the Pole-Shift) and
flash floods. Other pitfalls are: avalanches, sink holes, earthquake cracks and/or moving earth and fault line
dangers. All the latter can be avoided by locating high and on rock and/or being high enough from water sources
based on local or remote bodies of water. The big danger is that all dams and reservoirs will break during the
Pole-Shift pushing massive volumes of fresh water down-elevation. Or worse, they finally break a few days or
weeks after the Pole-Shift catching survives by surprize. Landslides will potentially block a river causing it to
redirect, plus all rivers are definitely going to “back up” and flood to an extent that one would not expect.
In my most recent video on Safe Locations for Portugal, Spain and France, I presented what I call a “set waking
dream” which gives the reader things to look for to avoid the major Safe Location pitfalls. I also provide a
download link on the video page of the “set waking dream” in a PDF format so that readers/viewers can
download it and use it for reference. The “set waking dream” gives the individual a spiritually-supported
proviso, check it out.
Naturally, there is a certain amount of guesswork when an individual chooses a particular safe location,
especially if done without assistance, but all the guesswork can be resolved with “waking dreams”. This I will
discuss in my next edition in April this year.
The other main factor in choosing a safe location is road access to your safe location site and the timing one
needs to consider for the ongoing or final transit to your chosen location. Many roads on the globe are along
valley bottoms which usually means along a sea coast, a river, a lake or a bog area which presents a problem
which can be overcome by careful timing and planning. Identification of problem areas such as bridges and
roads that could be washed-out that are close to a water source in the last weeks, are critical. The solution is
reliable alternative routes or careful timing of transit, but the most obvious is to re-locate early to your safe
location to “avoid the rush” or “earthchanges” that may block your route.
Another safe location issue involves avoiding highly-populated areas by locating in remote
areas at least a 100 miles from a major city. The most important factor here is to be
invisible, hard-to-find and keeping your location and what you are doing there secret from
the locals and even your family until the last weeks or days.
Any readers who wish to contact me regarding safe location advise can use my email
chrismwakefield@gmail.com. Payment is based on the ability to pay and accepted through
Paypal.
Chris Wakefield: Pole-Shift aware since 2007, sole creator of the original “Planet X
Chris Thomas Wakefield NewsLetter”, a Youtube channel with 16 thousand subscribers and my website:
http://www.survivingthepoleshift.com. I am 69 years old, self-employed and active in several hobbyist pursuits.
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